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Our Featured Project

President’s Corner
From the Desk of:
Mike Wallace

This issue highlights Cecil College, a
project that we proudly completed in
2015. Cecil College is located in North
East, Maryland, where it was designed
by Marshall Craft Associates, Inc. and
installed by Chesapeake Glazing, Inc.,
out of Reistertown, Maryland. We
were the sole manufacturer for the
composite and plate panels, stainless
steel column covers, sizeable
sunshades, copings, brakemetal, and a
custom trellis. Cecil College is a bold
statement of what we can deliver:
exceptional products, seamless
design, and immense focus on doing
the job right.

We are pleased to release our
very first newsletter to the
marketplace. If we are fortunate
to have you open this email, then
we are excited to have made
headway into reaching out and
providing helpful information to
you…
Continued on Page 2
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Our Pinnacle Products
AC-1200 Pressure Equalized EVO™ Dry-Look Composite
AC-3200 Pressure Equalized EVO™ Dry-Look Plate
Our product highlight for this issue is our
newest patented products that we are offering to
the market.
What makes these two patented systems unique
is that we have eliminated the unsightly rivets
or fasteners along the return leg.
This provides the market with a unique system
that looks sleek in design. Since it’s a
mechanically fastened system, it does not rely
on adhesives to hold the panel to the wall. All
systems are fully tested for air, water, structural,
and to 508 standards. These tests meet all the
criteria for a pressure equalized panel system.
President’s Corner

As a nationally recognized provider to the architectural metals marketplace,
our goal is to offer architects and contractors insight into important aspects
when
choosing
President’s
Corner the right metal product.
We intend to have our newsletter highlight an interesting project and industry
news items. Our hope is to educate you, give a better understanding of the
AMERICLAD® products, and how the AMERICLAD® product line can
benefit you. Our commitment is to inform you on the different aspects related
to various architectural metal products. There is nothing worse than being
steered in the wrong direction with a product that is not best suited for the
application. (continued on page 3)
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(continued from page 2)

My pledge is that our team of skilled
professionals will steer you in the right
direction, even if that means directing
you to a product that is not in our
offering.

and building owner receives a product
best suited for their application. With
our wide array of products, we are
able to do that without jeopardizing
the integrity of the building.

We hope you continue to review our
quarterly newsletter. Ultimately, we
want to assure the contractor, architect,

Thank you!

Mike Wallace

Additional Cecil College Pictures
Cecil College Pictures
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